Year One

Science
In Science, we are learning about how heating and cooling a food can change its properties and whether that change can be reversed or not. We got to make spaghetti towers and spaghetti pictures. We made spaghetti towers using marshmallows and dry spaghetti.

Maths
Lots of counting in year 1! Counting forwards and backwards and in patterns. We have also been learning to tell the time.

English
In Spelling, we have been talking about long and short vowel sounds and playing games to help us remember these tricky sounds. In writing, we have been trying to broaden our narrative style by using different characters in our stories. We are learning about different types of poems also.

Health
We have been learning about our emotions and that all emotions are ok, but how we show them is what is important. Mrs Harris visited with her new baby, so we were able to ask lots of interesting questions about babies.

Religious Education
The Pre-Primary and Year 1’s shared in a class liturgy. Our theme was ‘Showing love for others by using our bodies’. We reflected on washing the feet of his disciples through an echo pantomime. Father Wayne reminded us that we can show love for our family and friends in many ways.